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We thank both reviewers for their insightful comments, which helped to improve the manuscript. Please find our point by point responses in the following proceeded by the word “RESPONSE”. Please note that all of the figures and tables were updated as we re-ran the future projections. One of the ensemble members needed to be updated and so all of the runs associated with that ensemble member including the ensemble mean simulations were re-run. All of the numbers in the text, tables and figures were updating accordingly.

Anonymous Referee #2: I think that this manuscript is an extremely useful contribution to the field, using a collection of projections at different spatial scales to identify how future biogeochemical change will be impacted by coastal processes operating at finer spatial scales. The analysis also benefits by its inclusion of a range of future climate projections, which allows for a quantification of the differences between models that is in excess of variations within the future climate projections beyond that of a difference from a mean future state. Below I make some general comments on the level of detail that the analysis includes – especially with regard to a more detailed quantification of why the local changes occurred and the specific effect of the coastal processes. I also make some specific comments on the discussion.

RESPONSE: We would like to thank the reviewer for their supportive and constructive approach to reviewing this manuscript. The resulting work is stronger and clearer as a result.

Reviewer Comments: General comments: (1) I think that this paper is a little more descriptive than I was expecting, or maybe hoping for. The aim of the paper is to describe how models that include higher spatial resolution of “coastal processes” lead to amplified or dampened responses to future change in comparison to coarser-scale models. The paper successfully describes how a model comparison can achieve this useful goal, but I think it falls a little short of clearly and specifically describing what processes and mechanisms lead to the amplified or dampened changes, based on the simulation results.

RESPONSE: In an effort to be more quantitative, we have added in two new tables to the supplement which detail the results of a new additional analysis.

Reviewer Comments: Let me try to give some specific examples: (a) Starting on line 442, there is a discussion of the differences in freshwater inputs and the related TA effects that reads “The TA changes are driven in part by the altered timing of the freshet in the N-CCS as well as the presence of a river plume in an upwelling regime. Freshwater in the region is known to be corrosive due to naturally low TA, which impacts the
buffering capacity of the surface waters. This result can be seen in the surface difference plots for pCO2 near the Columbia River plume (Fig. 4) and the surface TA change (Fig. 8). The 12-km projections include climatological freshwater fluxes as precipitation along the coastline instead of resolving river plumes like the 1.5-km projections, but despite these different freshwater parameterizations, both models indicate modification of carbon variables in the N-CCS Cascadia domain with different directions for different variables. What exactly is the reader to take away from this? How is TA actually changing on the NCCS (up or down), how does the altered representation of the freshwater effect TA and why is it important that a river discharges into an upwelling region?

RESPONSE: Figure 7 shows the differences in TA and DIC for various regions of the water column in both domains, but was improperly numbered in the submitted manuscript. Lines 383-384 in the manuscript detail the changes in TA: “TA increases in the future in the subsurface on the shelves of the CCS and even more so on the upper slope (Fig. 7). At the surface, it declines, and these two changes offset each other in the depth-averaged 200 meter change.” In addition, we added the TA AND DIC changes, after the same formatting used in Table 1, to a new table, Table S1. We also added a plot of the freshwater forcing from the base and future runs from the 1.5 km simulations to the supplement as well. This figure details the discharge and the TA values associated with the rivers in the region is a constant (900 mmol/m3). The river water is lower in alkalinity than the oceanic end members.

Reviewer Comments: These questions are not addressed, and the paragraph ends with “both models indicate modification of carbon variables in the N-CCS Cascadia domain with different directions for different variables.” It is not clear what “different directions for different variables” actually refers to – pH? TA? One goes up and the other down? And how does the freshwater control this specifically?

RESPONSE: Yes, that’s right – one carbon parameter is amplified and another dampened and another is not modified at all. Lines 473-474: “While the freshwater amplifies the global rate of change for the surface pCO2 and $\Omega$, over the entire water column (200 m average), the pH change is dampened” This is not solely because of freshwater in all regions of the water column, only at the surface. In an attempt to clarify this point, we include two new supplementary tables below. The first includes nutrients, TA, and DIC values similar to the format from Table 1 from the model runs. The second table (Table S2) showcases the R2 between the anomalies in Table 1 and either Table 1 or Table S1 with values >0.5 highlighted in grey.

Lines 475-481: “In our regional downscaled simulations, the change in temperature and TA act together to offset the increase in the DIC signal in the coastal upwelling regime (Fig. 7), and for pH these changes offset each other in the upper 200 m of the water column. The global models show very little change in TA in the region. While the downscaled bottom TA change is small (20-50 mmol/m3, Fig. 7), this amounts to an increase in pH of 0.07-0.18 and an increase in $\Omega$ of 0.15-0.21 - enough to offset 40-60% of the reduction in $\Omega$ due to increased atmospheric CO2 concentrations. At the bottom, the increase in TA modifies the projected pH change in the N-CCS by reducing it.”

We examined the relationship between the carbon variables and different forcing variables (just using R2). This is done using each row in Table 1 for the entire CCS region. The results of this exercise indicate that at the surface - DIC change matters, and at the bottom, changes in DIC and nutrient content changes have the highest correlation. The DIC is likely representative of the change from the RCP used, although it is lower in the downscaled simulations than the 1 degree models at the surface indicating biological production may also be playing a role (Table S1). At the bottom DIC is greater in the downscaled simulations than the 1 degree models (Table S1). Over the 200 m water column, TA is and nutrients are important. The TA decreases in all the projections but the decrease in the downscaled simulations is an order of magnitude less than in the 1 degree models (Table S1). A dampened reduction in TA is likely due again to the changes in the biological metabolism or benthic pelagic coupling along-
side the sedimentary processes in the region - all of which can act as a source of TA on shelves.

If we take a specific example of $\Omega$, the $\Omega$ changes are correlated with nutrient changes, in addition to the DIC changes that result from the emissions scenario forcing. As a result, bottom $\Omega$ on the shelf is modified by the TA generation organic matter remineralization and via sedimentary processes. Freshwater plays a role at the surface, which you can see on the map of the changes in pCO2 at the surface in Figure 7. This occurs because the TA of the river water is different, and freshwater impacts the solubility of gases as well. DIC is correlated with $\Omega$ at the surface as well.

These results further bolster that the changes in different regions of the water column are driven by different mechanism - surface is more RCP, bottom is more benthic pelagic coupling and sedimentary processing on top of this, and the water column is a combination of these. The 1 degree models do not resolve the shelf, and thus the sedimentary processes that seem likely to play an important role in this coastal setting.

Reviewer comments: The text in the next paragraph beginning on Line 451 gives a specific example, so perhaps this example can be clearly wrapped into the paragraph before it starting on line 442, especially if that paragraph is more explicit about the nature of the climatological freshwater input versus the river plume, what specific effect on TA this change brings, perhaps describing what exactly the results in Fig 4 and 8 illustrate to support this conclusion.

RESPONSE: Figure 4 and now Figure 7 (formerly 8) both highlight the region in the N-CCS around the Columbia River plume in the surface fields in terms of the pCO2, TA, and DIC fields, but not much in the surface pH fields. This supports the conclusion that different carbon parameters respond differently to coastal processes and large scale climate forcing variables as a function of depth in the water column (proximity to surface freshwater fluxes and bottom sedimentary fluxes).

(b) Starting on line 485, downwelling is raised as a factor in modulating the response of the N-CCS to future change, especially the fact that it may not change in the future. But it is not clear how the specific details that are subsequently mentioned, namely winter mixing, higher hypoxia, and seasonally persistent corrosiveness, relate to downwelling (or upwelling). Perhaps this might be obvious to a reader with detailed knowledge of the region, or that one is expected to assume how upwelling or downwelling might modulate the coastal response to climate change, but I think it needs to be more clearly organized.

RESPONSE: Thank you for helping us clarify this point. Currently the text states on line 517: “The fall transition and winter mixing re-oxygenates shelf waters (Siedlecki et al., 2015), and this pattern continues into the future. Hypoxia will continue to exist in the summer months, but for a longer period of the summer. Corrosive, low pH conditions, however, will occur year-round. The fraction of the year during which bottom water on the shelf is corrosive ($\Omega <1$) or low pH (pH <7.65) nearly doubles. This asymmetry has been identified previously in the Salish Sea (Ianson et al., 2016), and exists because of the difference in equilibration timescales at the surface for oxygen and carbon dioxide” During the summer upwelling season, oxygen declines on the shelf over the season as organic material and respiration increases on the shelf. Coincident with that decline, carbon parameters are impacted in kind (e.g. pH and $\Omega$ decreases, pCO2 increases; Siedlecki et al. 2016; Feely et al. 2018). The dramatic fall transition on the Washington and Oregon shelves is observed in the modern ocean (Adams et al. 2013; Connolly et al. 2011; Hales et al. 2006; Siedlecki et al. 2015), fully quantified by an oxygen budget in Siedlecki et al. (2015), and is projected to continue in the future projections examined here. As the gas exchange propensity differs between oxygen and carbon dioxide, the transition impacts carbon dioxide differently and less dramatically. This result has been clearly shown and described further in the Salish Sea (Ianson et al. 2016). Some of these details have been added to the text surrounding this point to clarify for audiences unfamiliar with the region.

Reviewer Comments: Furthermore, the paragraph begins with stating how the shelves
and the N-CCS are projected to have greater change, but I don’t think the association of these greater changes with upwelling/downwelling is clearly articulated in the paragraph. I also don’t see how a specific mechanism is quantitatively related to the greater change based upon the results of the simulations the authors ran, and what the processes were in the better-resolved models that represented the process well enough to generate these changes.

RESPONSE: While these downscaled models likely represent upwelling better than their 1 degree counterparts as evidenced by their historical evaluations, the upwelling/downwelling intensity is not the source of the projected changes as shown by the CUTI and BEUTI indices not changes and as stated on lines 361-362: “Both of these measures suggest that the upwelling is not intensified in our projected future, despite the slight increase in winds. This result is consistent with the results of Howard et al. (2020), where increased stratification in the future simulations impeded increases in upwelling intensity.” Our in water upwelling intensity measures take stratification into account.

Instead, the changes in the future are a result of the influence of freshwater at the land/ocean boundary, as well as the physical presence of the shelf bottom and the biogeochemical feedbacks associated with the sediment/water interface being resolved. We clarified this point by adding in an additional table (S2) to highlight the important correlations for the modified carbon variables – which differed depending on the portion of the water column which was the focus.

Reviewer Comments: (2) There are many places in the manuscript where statements like this are made: Line 362: “These changes in these depth ranges contribute to the results for the carbon variables in Table 1, impacting different carbon variables differently.” These statements are too vague to be helpful, and in the case of this specific sentence, I expected the authors to then elaborate on what variables were different, how they were different, and where they were different, but that is not really achieved in the following sentences. This may sound picky, but I encourage the authors to examine these types of statements and see how they can make them more specific, more informative, and more quantitative.

RESPONSE: We have tried to make these vague sentences more specific by adding in the results of a correlation analysis to a new supplemental table as well as specific examples to these sentences.

Reviewer Comments: (3) I would like to see the authors try and articulate some clear and specific conclusions of the paper. I understand their main point that resolving coastal processes matters for future projections, but there are places where the specifics of how they “matter” for the CCS for a given variable in the future could be more clearly stated. For example, in the concluding paragraph, it is written “Changes in pCO2 concentrations, Δδ13C, and pH are modified in the downscaled projections relative to the projected global simulation, suggesting downscaled projections are necessary to more accurately project future conditions of these variables.” So, how are they modified? How do you think carbonate chemistry will be different in the CCS now that you have more resolved models, in contrast to what the global models say? More OA? Less OA? More seasonally variable OA?

RESPONSE: The downscaled models include coastal freshwater and sediment fluxes that aren’t included in 1-degree simulations, and these fluxes seem large enough to explain substantial differences from the global models. Carbon variables are modified differently for different carbon variables in different portions of the water column as well as spatially within the CCS. Specifically, the change in Ω is modified, as this variable is more influenced by nutrient cycling and TA changes (Table S2). As a result, bottom Ω on the shelf is modified by the TA generation via sedimentary processes and increased benthic pelagic coupling that the presence of a bottom provides, while pH is not. “Future changes in pCO2 and surface Ω are amplified while changes in pH and upper 200 meter Ω are dampened relative to the projected change in global models” Ocean acidification trends in the region as measured by pH would match that set by the 1 degree models for the region. If you look at one of the other ocean acidification
parameters, or trends in another parameter like $\Omega$, depending on where in the CCS you were looking, you would observe a dampened rate of change in the S-CCS and an amplified rate of change in the N-CCS at the surface. $pCO_2$ trends are amplified everywhere in the CCS.

Reviewer Comments: Specific comments: Line 22: The abstract sentence that begins with “These processes. . .” is a little confusing. Are the waters just generally low in oxygen and nutrients, or are the oxygen and nutrient concentrations in those waters projected to change, and thus work in concert with solubility change to alter future conditions? I think a small edit to the sentence will help clarify this.

**RESPONSE:** We think you mean this sentence: “These projected changes are consistent with source waters lower in oxygen, higher in nutrients, and in combination with solubility-driven changes, altered future upwelled waters in the CCS.” We meant both – that the source waters are generally low in $O_2$ and high in nutrients, but the content is projected to change. In concert with solubility driven changes produces the projected changes. We have modified this sentence accordingly: “These projected changes are consistent with continued reduction in source waters oxygen, increase in source water nutrients, and, combined with solubility-driven changes, altered future upwelled source waters in the CCS.”

Reviewer Comments: Line 24: “coastal process resolving projections” is a mouthful and unclear, (and I understand word limits), but how about “projections that resolve coastal processes”?

**RESPONSE:** Thank you for your constructive suggestion. So modified.

Reviewer Comments: Line 41-42: So is the SST decline from Lima and Wethey 2012 predicted from a model? Or from a global-scale analysis that may not include local observations? It is not clear why this would differ from the Chavez record. Please add a sentence that describes why these two records give contrasting results.

**RESPONSE:** The L&W 2012 reference relied on NOAA OI 1/4 degree daily SST data which relies on satellite data that has been quality controlled using in situ data sets from ICOADS. It is beyond the scope of this work to fully evaluate why the difference between these results, or even if the Chavez record was included in this data product, so the sentence has been removed.

Reviewer Comments: Line 83-87: This text seems out of place here, and perhaps should be moved to the section of the methods where you describe the three models.

**RESPONSE:** Thank you for your constructive suggestion. So modified.

Reviewer Comments: Line 125: What do you specifically mean by “spatially-weighted” means? Why calculate them?

**RESPONSE:** Different model cells have different volumes, and the average of the domain is not the simple average of every cell. Thus, the averages for each model needs to be weighted by the volume in that area specific to each grid.

Reviewer Comments: Line 126: “mode” should I think be “model”

**RESPONSE:** Thank you for catching this. So modified.

Reviewer Comments: Line 155: It is not clear that it is clear what “centennial trend addition” means here. Are there clear trends in these boundaries? Where do they come from?

**RESPONSE:** They come from the 100 year climate anomalies from the global models/1 degree models, from each ESM include climatological anomalies in salinity, temperature, nutrient and oxygen concentrations, and carbonate system parameters (Howard et al. 2020). These are added to the historical boundary conditions used to run the historical simulations. The text describing these methods has been clarified in the methods.

Reviewer Comments: Line 163: the text “. . .2007 with a one year. . .” just reads
awkwardly and is confusing. Was the year 2007 run for a year and then compared to observations from 2007?

RESPONSE: Thank you for your constructive suggestion. We modified the test to read: “To ensure no biogeochemical model drift between the nested 1.5-km simulation and the 12-km simulation, after one year of spin up, a simulation of 2007 was compared against observations from the region (Fig. 2)”

Reviewer Comments: Line 168: You make the argument, perhaps fairly, that any bias in the simulation generated by the configurations here will be the same in the two periods you compare. It would be more convincing, and help the reader if the reason for this bias was identified. Can this be evaluated? Is it simply a bias in the forcing?

RESPONSE: Because the “delta” forcing method was used, the climatological change over the 100 year ESM projections was added to the regional model forcing. Because the bias does indeed result from the forcing, it follows that with this delta method would result in shared (canceling) biases in both periods. e.g., the bias in the hindcast conditions can be expressed as Bias_h=ESM_h-Downscaling_h. The future conditions have Bias_f=ESM_f-(Downscaling_h + ESM_f –ESM_h) = Downscaling_h-ESM_h. Thus by construction the bias is identical in the two time periods. We have clarified the methods surrounding the delta method in hopes that this will clarify the text surrounding this bias as well.

Reviewer Comments: Line 186: Can you add a brief rationale for why you did not, for consistency sake, use the same 3-year future timeframe to compare all of the three models (used 30 years for coarse-scale model)? It seems unnecessary to add in this potential bias, but if bias is not an issue or there is another rationale for using all 30 years of the coarse scale run, please describe.

RESPONSE: This confusion has hopefully been clarified with the additional information in Table 1 regarding the consistent time windows compared between model simulations. While these additions do emphasize these differences a bit more, as reviewer 1 suggests, the differences in time do not account for the modification we find for the carbon variables. The difference between the carbon dioxide in the present (26 ppm) and future (112-136 ppm) between the 1 degree model and the 12 or 1.5 km simulations is not large enough to account for the modification we see in the runs. pCO2 from the 12km simulations in the upper 200 meters, for example, is 261 ppm greater than the 1 degree simulations project for the entire CCS. The modifications highlighted in Table 1 far exceed this difference in atmospheric carbon dioxide between the time periods. It is the 100 year anomalies that are shared across all analyses, and it is those differences that are being analyzed, not the absolute values of variables in any one particular year.

Reviewer Comments: Line 197: I think it would help to state the stressor variables parenthetically in this sentence.

RESPONSE: Thank you for your constructive suggestion. So modified.

Reviewer Comments: Line 346: Perhaps there is a convention in the language of this upwelling system that I am unfamiliar with, but why is higher NO3 associated with more O2 drawdown? Is it because the NO3 increase is a tracer of upwelling that can be linked to O2 source water that has a certain, lower O2 signature? Or is this NO3 assumed to be taken up by phytoplankton growth and subsequently used to drawdown O2 at depth?

RESPONSE: It is both. Higher nutrients in the source water corresponds to lower oxygen in the source water but increased nutrients in the source waters drives productivity higher. Higher production leads to greater nutrient trapping and more oxygen drawdown on the shelf. The results from Howard et al. (2020) indicate that production within the CCS is probably not greater in the future projections for the region suggesting that the net balance of oxygen and nitrate fluxes are unchanged and larger nitrate changes must be balanced by larger oxygen changes.

Reviewer Comments: Line 374: The word “modified” is used to describe the relative pH changes, but the text that follows seems to consistently describe dampening. Can’t
you replace “modified” with “dampening” to be clearer?

RESPONSE: While pH is dampened, pCO2 is amplified. Because different variables have a different response, we chose to use modified to encompass both.

Reviewer Comments: Line 426: It is unclear if “values” refers to the delta pH or the mean pH when comparing to the other studies.

RESPONSE: Thank you for your constructive suggestion. So modified to include pH in front of values.

Reviewer Comments: Line 428: Please clarify that you are describing your “downscaled projections” here, and not those of Dunne

RESPONSE: Thank you for your constructive suggestion. So modified to clarify that we refer to our projections.

Reviewer Comments: Line 458: Here is a place where some specific model details might provide quantitative information to support the discussion. Denitrification is raised as a process that can affect TA, but the actual differences in denitrification (and its TA effect) in the model simulations are not shown. I understand that there is a limited amount of information to be shown in any paper, but this discussion would be more compelling if the potential denitrification change was reported. Maybe it is a weak effect, maybe strong, and it would be helpful to know.

RESPONSE: TA differences are shown in Figure 7 (now properly numbered – was Figure 8 in the version you read). We have now added a supplementary table with the TA changes specifically quantified. This difference, however, was not put in context of the global model changes. We have now added this into the table 1 and text. As you can see the downscaled simulations are projected to decline in TA but less so than the 1 degree models for the same region. We were unable to report the denitrification fluxes in particular as they were not written out for any of the runs analyzed here. Instead, we calculated N* for the simulations we could (for those that include phosphate information). The results were not included because they were not conclusive. N* increases in all the simulations in the future, but less so in the downscaled simulations. N* is also highly correlated to the TA and Ω changes also provided in the new supplementary Table. We interpret these results to be consistent with our previous findings but realize that we cannot distinguish between changes in transport of the N* signal into the domain, respiration, and denitrification impacts on the water column using this approach, so we altered the language in the discussion to reflect this and look forward to performing future dedicated experiments to address this question. Those experiments are beyond the scope of this inquiry.

Reviewer Comments: Figure 4: Have you considered plotting these deltas on a percentage scale? I understand why they are plotted the way they are, to show absolute changes, but the scales are different (necessarily?) across the depths and this makes it a little harder to compare them, if one wanted.

RESPONSE: We have considered this but have chosen to first plot everything on the same color scale as per Reviewer 1’s request. In order for the percent difference plots to be meaningful, we would also have to include base condition maps for all variables and all depths, which would add additional figures to the paper. It is not clear that adding these plots would alter any of the conclusions presented either.

Please also note the supplement to this comment: https://bg.copernicus.org/preprints/bg-2020-279/bg-2020-279-AC2-supplement.pdf